How will biotic interactions influence climate change–induced range shifts?
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Biotic interactions present a challenge in determining whether species distributions will track climate change. Interactions with competitors, consumers, mutualists, and facilitators can strongly influence local species distributions, but few studies assess how and whether these interactions will impede or accelerate climate change–induced range shifts. In this paper, we explore how ecologists might move forward on this question. We first outline the conditions under which biotic interactions can result in range shifts that proceed faster or slower than climate velocity and result in ecological surprises. Next, we use our own work to demonstrate that experimental studies documenting the strength of biotic interactions across large environmental gradients are a critical first step for understanding whether they will influence climate change–induced range shifts. Further progress could be made by integrating results from these studies into modeling frameworks to predict how or generalize when biotic interactions mediate how changing climates influence range shifts. Finally, we argue that many more case studies like those described here are needed to explore the importance of biotic interactions during climate change–induced range shifts.
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Table 1. Mechanisms by which competition, consumption, facilitation, or mutualism can drive range limits, and examples demonstrating such biotically mediated constraints (facilitation appears in both the +/− and +/+ sections because facilitative interactions involve one species benefiting with the other experiencing positive, negative, or no effects). Studies assessing the strength of biotic interactions across large spatial distances (e.g., across a large portion of altitudinal or latitudinal ranges) are indicated with an asterisk.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Mechanism by which the species interaction can influence range limits</th>
<th>Empirical studies suggestive of such controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Competition (−/−)</td>
<td>A species may be excluded from an area it can climatically tolerate due to competitive exclusion or competitive preemption by another species, potentially establishing a range limit</td>
<td>Arctic fish,6−8 barnacles,2 birds,8−10 plants (marsh perennials,3 Midwestern annual7+), lichens,4 lizards5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption (disease, facilitation, herbivory, or predation) (+/−)</td>
<td>A species may not achieve positive population growth rates in an area it can climatically tolerate due to the negative impacts of a consumer, predator, herbivore, or disease agent, potentially establishing a range limit</td>
<td>Alpine plants10 (herbivory), butterflies (hosts,13,15−16 reduced parasitoids16+), mussels14 (predation by starfish), tropical trees11−12 (seed predation), treeline conifer12 (herbivory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutualism/facilitation (+/+</td>
<td>A species may be prevented from colonizing an area it can climatically tolerate because its prey, host, or facilitator is not present there, potentially establishing a range limit</td>
<td>Annual plant (pollinators18+), arctic trees (facilitation by N-fixers,20 facilitation by neighbors22+), trees at treeline21 (facilitation by neighbors), tropical treelet17+ (pollinators), tropical montane shrub19+ (pollinators)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the range shifts we expect under future climate change.13,31

In this paper, we demonstrate that observational and experimental studies spanning species’ ranges hold great promise for better understanding how biotic interactions will influence climate change–induced range shifts. We do so in three steps: (1) first, we outline the conditions under which biotic interactions can critically influence range shifts in response to climate change; (2) next, we use our own work to show that environmental gradients can be utilized to understand how and whether biotic interactions influence range limits, which is critical for being able to assess whether they will influence climate change–induced range shifts (i.e., a space-for-time substitution); and (3) finally, we provide suggestions on how to expand on this space-for-time approach, including the integration of the results into modeling frameworks that allow for prediction or generalization and the accumulation of multiple case studies through collaborative ventures.

How and when do biotic interactions influence climate change–induced range shifts?

Although the performance of all species is strongly influenced by their competitors, predators, pathogens, prey, facilitators, and mutualists,32–35 not all such interactions will influence how species distributions respond to climate change. A critical
first question to consider is whether a biotic interaction influences the current range limit. If so, these interactions are likely to play roles during climate change–induced range shifts. For example, decreased pollinator visitation and increased pollen limitation at the range edge of *Clarkia xantia* (a California endemic plant) strongly suggests that plant–pollinator dynamics play a role in establishing the range limit of this species, and could therefore influence how that range boundary moves as climate changes (Fig. 1C). Studies on other interactions, including competition, facilitation, predation, herbivory, and disease provide similarly compelling (although correlative) evidence that biotic interactions constrain vital rates (like growth or survival) at range limits (Table 1). If these effects are strong enough to constrain population growth rates at range margins, range expansion or contraction for these species will depend not only on their direct physiological and demographic responses to changing climates, but also, indirectly, on the influence of climate change on their interactions with other species.

However, range shifts of species with biotically determined range boundaries may still match climate change velocity (i.e., climate velocity—the speed and direction of climate displacement across a landscape) if the relationship between climate and the strength of the biotic interaction is unchanged with warming and the migration ability of both interacting species matches (or exceeds) climate velocity. If not, range shifts may proceed at slower or even faster rates than would be expected from climate velocity. Specifically, species may be prevented from migrating into climatically suitable habitat by the presence of competitors, consumers, or the absence of suitable hosts (Fig. 1A and C, Table 2). For example, the lower intertidal limit of...
Table 2. Mechanisms by which competition, consumption, facilitation, or mutualism can result in ecological surprises during climate change–induced range shifts; that is, range shifts that are lagged relative to climate velocity or temporarily outpace climate velocity. Example studies documenting lagged or accelerated range shifts relative to climate velocity (not including studies documenting the potential for such dynamics) are noted in the third column. Facilitation appears in both sections because facilitative interactions involve one species benefiting, with the other experiencing positive, negative, or no effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Mechanisms</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range shifts lagged relative to climate velocity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Competitors prevent species from colonizing new habitat because of competition (priority effects)</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption (disease, herbivory, facilitation, or predation)</td>
<td>Predators, consumers, or disease agents prevent species from expanding their ranges</td>
<td>The lower intertidal limits of mussels have not expanded downward in response to heat stress, because of a more stress-tolerant starfish predator14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutualism (or facilitation)</td>
<td>The absence of an important mutualist or facilitator prevents a species from expanding its range</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Range shifts faster than climate velocity (in the short term)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition</td>
<td>Species “outrun” their competitors</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption (disease, herbivory, or predation)</td>
<td>Species “outrun” their consumers, or encounter a more desirable host, food source, or prey at their expanding range margins</td>
<td>Bark beetles encounter naive hosts at their expanding range edge, increasing population growth, and range expansion34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutualism (or facilitation)</td>
<td>Mutualists or facilitators allow species to overcome Allee effects; or species associate with a new host at their expanding range margins</td>
<td>A butterfly host shifts onto novel host with a more northerly range33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mussels (*Mytilus californianus*) did not shift downward in response to increased warming and desiccation stress (even while its upper intertidal limit did), because the starfish predator *Pisaster ochraceus* did not similarly shift its distribution downward14 (Fig. 1A). By contrast, range shifts that proceed, in the short term, faster than climate velocity could occur if species escape their slower moving predators and competitors or encounter a previously inaccessible host beyond the edge of their range (Fig. 1B and D, Table 2). For example, a British butterfly has expanded its range northward at a faster rate than climate velocity because of a warming-induced host shift to a more northerly distributed plant species (and potentially, reduced parasitism),15 resulting in an altered relationship between climatic gradients and host availability37 (Fig. 1D).

In short, biotic interactions can have no effect, impede, or even temporarily increase the rate of range shifts over those expected from climate velocity (Fig. 1, Table 2). Range shifts that match climate velocity, even if mediated by species interactions, may still allow for management, but those that are faster or slower than expected represent ecological surprises that are likely to be particularly challenging. Short of actually observing such rapid or lagged range shifts (e.g., Table 2), when might we expect that biotic interactions will lead to such ecological surprises? Our literature review suggests we need to understand (1) whether the interaction drives current range limits; (2) whether the relationship between climate and the strength of the interaction (i.e., the context dependence of the interaction) might be influenced by climate change; (3) how the relative migration abilities of the interacting species compare to climate velocity; and (4) whether a species will encounter a novel interactor that could impede or facilitate its movement.
We submit that experiments and observations conducted across large environmental gradients (i.e., space-for-time substitutions) are a critical first step to assessing how biotic interactions affect range shifts, despite important limitations (e.g., confounding nonclimatic factors that also vary spatially, the difficulty of inferring climate change–induced alterations to gene flow and disturbance from such gradients). Other approaches, including time series of population sizes of interacting species relative to climatic variability and experiments documenting the impact of climate on species interactions, are also valuable for understanding climate change effects on species interactions, but are more resource intensive or require longer periods of time to gather.

**Using environmental gradients to understand how biotic interactions influence range limits**

Documenting the importance of biotic interactions on performance across species ranges is a powerful way to establish that the interaction in question affects the position of a range limit and, thus, might influence climate change–induced range shifts. Several experimental design elements are critical. First, such studies should be established across large environmental gradients that cover focal species’ range limits and, ideally, match the direction of projected climate change. These gradients could be created by latitude, longitude, or elevation, but may also include smaller scale gradients generated by depth, microtopography, or urbanization. Second, quantifying multiple climatic variables across this environmental gradient is important because climate change will influence more than just mean temperature (e.g., precipitation, snowmelt, extreme temperatures), and also because range position (or latitude or elevation) is not always an accurate surrogate for the many climatic variables that vary enormously over small spatial scales. Finally, experimental manipulations, when feasible, are especially powerful. This is because unequivocally establishing that a species interaction constrains performance at a range limit may not be possible without experimental transplants of individuals beyond their range limits, in combination with the manipulation of the biotic interaction in question.

**Example study system: Mt. Rainier National Park**

Mt. Rainier, located in the western Cascade Mountains of Washington State, is a 4,392-m high volcano designated as a National Park in 1899. Strong climatic gradients exist across this large elevation gradient, with cooler temperatures and greater precipitation (primarily snow) at higher elevations. Dense coniferous forests prevail at lower elevations (reaching elevations of 1500 m), transitioning to subalpine parklands—mixtures of tree patches and meadows with high diversity of herbaceous flowering plants (1500–1900 m)—finally giving way to alpine vegetation, bare ground, and ice.

Mt. Rainier National Park presents an excellent model system for determining how biotic interactions vary across range limits and with climate. Large climatic gradients exist within a small area (Fig. S1). Importantly, the park contains the upper elevation range limits of virtually all species occurring within it (also of two biomes, coniferous forests, and subalpine/alpine meadows) and the lower elevation range limits of many species. Furthermore, limited direct human influence since the park’s founding in 1899 means that the effects of climate and species interactions on distributions can more easily be inferred. We have taken advantage of this study system with detailed observations of species performance relative to experimental manipulations of species interactions and microclimate across an elevation gradient on the south side of Mt. Rainier.

**Case study 1: the role of competitive interactions (–/–) in establishing range limits**

What are the relative roles of climate and competition in establishing range limits of conifer trees in the forests of Mt. Rainier? Studies, including our own, have shown that climate constrains tree growth at their upper range limits, but the role of competitive interactions remains unknown. Because several studies suggest that the importance of biotic interactions such as competition increases as abiotic conditions become less stressful, we hypothesized that competitive interactions might limit performance at lower range limits. However, in a recent study, we found that although competition influenced tree and sapling growth, it did so equally across species’ ranges, suggesting competitive interactions at these two life-history stages do not influence the position of their range limits.
Figure 2. We used seedling transplants to assess the importance of competition at early life-history stages on the range limits of Pacific silver fir (*Abies amabilis*), western hemlock (*Tsuga heterophylla*), and mountain hemlock (*Tsuga mertensiana*), three dominant conifers occurring in Mt. Rainier National Park. To quantify climatic and competitive impacts on juvenile stages, we transplanted seedlings within and beyond their range limits (A), in four competitive environments per location (B). These competitive environments consisted of canopy gaps or nongaps, crossed with an understory removal treatment. We found that the influence of competitive interactions on seedling survival of mountain hemlock (over one year, 2010–2011) was greatest below its lower range limit (C). Bars represent the factor by which competitive interactions reduce survival after one growing season, calculated by dividing survival with competition (understory, canopy, or both—light, middle, and dark green) by survival without competition (on a log scale). Asterisks indicate bars where competitive effects alter survival significantly (from that experienced in the canopy control), assessed using mixed-effects models with a binomial error distribution.

we established a manipulative seedling transplant experiment to investigate the possibility that competitive interactions at seedling stages might instead influence the performance of three conifer species at range limits (Fig. 2A–B). Few studies have investigated the impacts of competitive interactions across range limits for these species, and indeed for plant species in general (but see a recent study by Stanton-Geddes et al.

Overall, experimental results support the idea that competitive interactions at early life-history stages, rather than climatic constraints, influence performance at and below lower range limits. For example, the survival of mountain hemlock (*Tsuga mertensiana*) declined strongly in more competitive neighborhoods (i.e., under closed canopy with dense understory), but only at or below lower elevation range limits (Fig. 2C). Results were similar for Pacific silver fir (not shown), the only other focal species for which we could assess competitive interactions at lower range limits (western hemlock, our other focal species, does not have a lower range limit within the park). It is therefore possible that gap dynamics or interactions with understory plants, rather than direct responses to warmer (or drier) climates, constrain population growth of
these species at lower range limits. In contrast to adult and sapling growth, \textsuperscript{32,55} seedling survival of all three focal species did not appear sensitive to climate, with overall survival beyond both lower and upper range limits similar to that within species ranges (results not shown). Thus, the direct effect of climate on performance is strongest at upper range limits, but only for adults and saplings (not seedlings).

In all, our work provides the first step to understanding how biotic interactions may affect range shifts. Our studies suggest that competition plays a strong role at lower range limits, but not at upper range limits of focal conifers at Mt. Rainier (Fig. 2C). We speculate that range contractions at the lower range limit will lag with future warming, despite the possibility that competitive effects on focal conifer seedlings will increase with warming at lower range limits (Fig. 2C). This is because adult mortality rates are low (less than 1% annually), \textsuperscript{56} implying that eventual displacement of focal species by warmer-adapted tree species will be slow, although this of course also depends on competitors’ responses to climate change and biotic interactions. Climate change may increase mortality rates, \textsuperscript{57} but these rates would have to increase considerably for focal conifers (which are very abundant) to disappear in step with the climate velocity. Moreover, the migration rates of warmer-adapted tree species displacing our focal conifers may also be slow. \textsuperscript{30} Thus, we believe that range shifts of focal conifers are unlikely to keep pace with climate velocity at lower range limits (Fig. 1B), due to the interacting effects of competition and long generation times, unless fire begins to play a much more important role in these systems with warming. \textsuperscript{58}

\textbf{Case study 2: the role of facilitation (+/−) in establishing range limits}

How will subalpine and alpine herbs and shrubs influence the upward expansion of trees into meadow habitats with warming? The high-elevation ecotone between forest and meadows is known to be sensitive to climatic constraints: treelines globally follow a narrow range in mean growing season temperatures, \textsuperscript{59} and upward shifts in treeline position are strongly associated with the magnitude of warming. \textsuperscript{25} Though this suggests that the treeline at Mt. Rainier will move upwards with continued warming, biotic interactions may strongly modulate the recruitment of tree seedlings into subalpine and alpine meadows, where facilitation has been found to influence the performance of many plant species. \textsuperscript{12,22,35,60,61} We used a manipulative experiment to determine the relative importance of snow duration (which strongly limits growing-season length in high snowfall mountains such as Mt. Rainier) and indirect facilitation via soil development (meadow soil versus bare ground) on the performance of the dominant species forming treeline, subalpine fir (\textit{Abies lasiocarpa}, Fig. 3A–B).

Although other studies suggest that facilitative effects in stressful treeline environments are mediated by tree density, \textsuperscript{22,60} less attention has been paid to the importance of soil development, which is influenced by meadow plant cover (but see a recent study by Henne et al.\textsuperscript{62} who address this issue with a vegetation modeling approach). Soil development by meadow vegetation can aid the establishment of trees that may eventually exclude meadow species, creating an antagonistic facilitative interaction between meadow and tree species.

In total, our results add to the studies suggesting that both climate and species interactions influence the performance of tree seedlings at treeline. \textsuperscript{51,63} Specifically, we found that subalpine fir seedling growth was lower as snow duration increased, implying that performance is depressed at higher elevations where snow remains on the ground well into the summer. Such direct climatic effects on growth can potentially limit the successful establishment of subalpine fir in high-elevation meadows (since larger seedlings generally have higher survival), and may prevent expansion beyond its current upper range limit. However, seedling growth was also higher in meadow soils, indicating a facilitative effect of meadow plants on subalpine fir through soil development. Successful establishment of subalpine fir at higher elevations is thus more likely where meadow plants are present. Since the density of meadow plants (and associated soil characteristics such as deep soils and high water-holding capacity) declines at higher elevations, \textsuperscript{48} this facilitative interaction may ultimately also influence the position of subalpine fir’s upper range limits.

How might these facilitative effects influence the upward movement of treeline as climate warms? Our results lead us to speculate that in the short term, species interactions may accelerate the displacement of meadow plants by trees (Fig. 1D).
First, the facilitative effects of meadow soils on tree seedlings are likely to amplify with warming, since meadow soils have a stronger positive effect on seedling growth when snow duration declines (Fig. 3C). Second, subalpine fir recruitment may also increase rapidly once adult densities increase (an Allee effect driven by positive canopy effects on recruitment), creating an additional positive feedback between climate and treeline expansion driven by another kind of facilitation. Of course, range shift dynamics depend not just on these facilitative effects, but also on the dispersal and migration capacity of treeline species, which is unknown at our site. We speculate that the facilitative effects will dominate the upward movement of treeline in the short term, because meadow habitats at Mt. Rainier are relatively close to tree seed sources. Eventually, the upward migration of all plant species (both tree and herbaceous) will likely be limited by edaphic constraints as the habitat transitions to bare ground.
(and ice), where soils are shallow and rocky, but this constraint will first be experienced by higher-elevation meadow species. This potential imbalance in migration constraints could lead to the lower limits of meadow plant species contracting faster than their upper range limits expand, causing alpine and subalpine meadows to shrink.

**Case study 3: the role of mutualisms (+/+) in establishing range limits**

How do pollinators influence the range limits of insect-pollinated meadow plants? Climatic constraints, particularly snow duration, likely influence the upper range limits of meadow species through effects on the growing season. However, pollinator diversity, abundance, or foraging duration may also decline at colder temperatures, raising the possibility that climatic effects on pollinators provide an additional constraint on upper elevation range limits. To assess the role that plant–pollinator interactions play in determining range limits, we quantified the influence of pollinator access to flowers and pollen load on fruit production across the range of an early blooming subalpine wildflower, avalanche lily (*Erythronium montanum*, Fig. 4A–B). Although the importance of mutualisms for plant seed production is well known, there have been surprisingly few studies on the role of this biotic interaction in determining range limits (but see recent studies).

Our results suggest a complex interplay between abiotic and biotic factors influencing fruit production and, potentially, the distribution of avalanche lily. Fruit production of avalanche lily was highest at mid-elevations, in keeping with expectations that plant performance is highest in the core of the distribution (Fig. 4C). Pollinators were critical for seed production, with only one of the 49 plants without pollinator access (flowers covered by mesh bags) setting fruit. However, pollinators seemed to play a differentially important role at the lower, middle, and upper range positions. At lower range limits, the probability of fruit setting was low and only slightly increased by experimental pollen addition, suggesting that seed production is constrained by factors besides pollen loads (Fig. 4C). We speculate that resource limitation, particularly competition for light (due to higher tree cover at lower elevations), is responsible. By contrast, fruit production at the upper range limit was pollen limited (Fig. 4C), although this trend was not statistically significant.

Plant–pollinator dynamics clearly influence fruit production of avalanche lily (Fig. 4C) and may additionally constrain population growth at the upper range limit of this species, but will this mutualism influence the ability of wildflowers to shift their ranges in response to warming? We expect that plant–pollinator dynamics will only weakly limit the upward range expansion of avalanche lily and other subalpine and alpine wildflowers in response to warming (Fig. 1D), if at all. Most high-elevation wildflowers on Mt. Rainier are pollinated by a suite of generalists, which have broad distributions and the ability to forage over large distances, suggesting that the upslope migration of the plants will not be limited by the dispersal ability of their pollinators (although it might by their own dispersal). However, if pollen limitation at upper range limits (Fig. 3C) is driven by low pollinator visitation due to sparse floral resources at the range limit (for example), upward range shifts of meadow plants may lag in warming climates due to fecundity-driven Allee effects. Only additional information on the factors influencing population growth at upper range limits can fully address this question.

**Implications for our understanding of climate change–induced range shifts at Mt. Rainier**

The space-for-time substitution approach we have taken has increased our understanding of how climate influences biotic interactions (i.e., the context dependence of the interaction) and helped us identify biotic interactions that likely influence range limits (Figs. 2–4, Table 1). However, assessing how and whether these biotic interactions will affect range shifts in a warming world is more challenging (Fig. 1, Table 2). For example, we suspect that range contractions of trees in closed-canopy forests will depend on their slow competitive displacement by more thermally tolerant tree species (Fig. 2C), but without additional information on population dynamics and dispersal of both focal species and their low elevation competitors, as well as potential changes to disturbance regimes (fire), we do not know how rapidly this will occur. Similarly, we expect that turnover and change at treeline will be relatively fast, because facilitation driven by the soil type (Fig. 3C) reinforces the strong positive effects of
Figure 4. We assessed the importance of pollinators for reproductive performance of avalanche lily (*Erythronium montanum*) by manipulating pollen loads and pollinator access at three locations spanning its altitudinal range limits at Mt. Rainier National Park (A). To assess the importance of pollinators for fruit set, we quantified fruit production of individual plants subjected to three treatments at each location: (1) a control plant (to assess baseline levels of fruit production), (2) a plant with pollinators excluded with a mesh bag (to assess the importance of pollinators versus selfing for fruit production), and (3) a plant with pollen added to stigmas to quantify the degree of pollen limitation (B). We found that avalanche lily fruit production in 2011 required the presence of pollinators (results not shown) and varied by elevation (C). Although not significant (*P* = 0.089), potentially due to low sample size, there is a trend toward greater pollen limitation at higher elevations, suggesting that pollen limitation may constrain fruit production at upper range limits.

**Recommendations for future work**

Here, we describe two approaches for evaluating whether biotic interactions will result in ecological surprises during climate change–induced range shifts (Fig. 1), drawing on our own experience (Figs. 2–4), and similar studies (Tables 1 and 2) for insight. Both approaches require additional data and the integration of such data into modeling frameworks, but differ in their overarching goals...
(prediction versus generalization). However, we emphasize that both can increase our understanding of the role of biotic interactions in mediating species’ responses to climate change.

**Approach 1: forecasting biotically mediated range shifts under climate change**

Empirical data collected over large environmental gradients (e.g., Figs. 2–4) provide information on whether biotic interactions influence current range limits as well as how climate change might influence the strength of those interactions (e.g., Figs. 2–4, Table 1). However, rates of range expansion and contraction (i.e., range shifts) ultimately depend on population dynamics and dispersal. Several population dynamic models of spatio-temporal spread exist, most of which can be parameterized with data from experiments like the ones described above, when additional dispersal data and demographic information are also available. Doing so may only be possible for species with extensive demographic and dispersal data available (e.g., some birds and many plants) and where such information exists for all members participating in the interaction (e.g., competitive interactions between tree species), but in such cases, predicting whether biotic interactions will impede (Fig. 1A and C) or even accelerate (Fig. 1B and D) climate change–induced range shifts for specific species may be possible. Because population spread models often do not include all factors influencing range shifts (e.g., adaptation over time, novel interactors encountered during range shifts, altered disturbance regimes), we cannot expect precise predictions (e.g., species X will move at rate Y due to the competitive effects of species Z). However, for well-studied systems, these models can still provide important insights on the species whose range shifts are most likely to be influenced by biotic interactions and the direction of such effects (i.e., resulting in lagged or accelerated range shifts relative to climate velocity [Fig. 1]).

**Approach 2: generalizing how and when biotic interactions mediate range shifts during climate change**

Phenomenological models that incorporate both the direct effects of climate change and indirect effects of climate change via interactions (e.g., community modules or others) could elucidate the context for ecological surprises (Fig. 1); essentially allowing us to generalize when, how, and which biotic interactions strongly influence climate change–induced range shifts. The insights gained from these models could be even more powerful if compared to studies like these (Figs. 2–4), especially given sufficient studies that cover a wide variety of taxa differing in their interactions, their taxonomy, their habitat, and their traits (Tables 1 and 2). Multi-investigator studies and collaborative networks are more likely to be able to replicate experiments or observations of biotic interactions along environmental gradients, and in fact, have already contributed great insight to the importance of facilitation relative to climate as well as the impacts of warming on alpine and arctic plant communities.

**Conclusion**

There is no doubt that ongoing climate change will massively influence species distributions, and thus reshuffle communities. Ecologists are increasingly recognizing that biotic interactions can mediate these responses in important and sometimes unexpected ways. The challenge for ecologists is to develop predictive tools that better incorporate biotic interactions into forecasts of future species distributions under climate change and generalize how and when species interactions will play a large role during range shifts. This will require large amounts of data as well as the continued development (and application) of quantitative models. As our planet continues to warm, it is imperative that we invest the necessary resources to generalize and forecast changes, so that we may better manage the biological impacts of climate change.
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Figure S1. The 4.3-km elevational gradient created by Mt. Rainier (A) generates large gradients in temperature (B), winter precipitation (C, falling primarily as snow), and summer precipitation (D). Picture © Michael Arthur Hill / Wikimedia Commons / CC-BY-SA-3.0. Data in B–D are smoothed from 800×800-m grid cell estimates of 30-year monthly temperature and precipitation averages (1971–2000) through the PRISM climate model.79 Mean annual temperature is the average temperature across all months; winter precipitation, the sum of November–March values; and summer precipitation, the sum of May–September values.
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